I. INTRODUCTION
Discovering and proving any mental state is messy. We cannot read minds, so, without an admission, direct evidence of the complex inner workings of the mind is virtually nonexistent. Accordingly, litigants, judges, and juries often must infer a mental state from external mental "markers," or circumstantial evidence.
The search for mental markers is particularly messy in the area of securities fraud litigation, where a defendant's state of mind is paramount. Only defendants who act with scienter-an intent to deceive, manipulate, or defraud'-can be held liable under Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange SErnst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193, 194 n.12 (1975) .
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Act of 1934 and Rule 1 Ob-5, 2 the most potent of the antifraud remedies. And under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (PSLRA), plaintiffs must allege with particularity "a strong inference" of scienter. 3 In Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd. , the Supreme Court interpreted this requirement, holding that a securities fraud complaint is viable only if "a reasonable person would deem the inference of scienter cogent and at least compelling as any opposing inference one could draw from the facts alleged." 4 Since Tellabs, the federal courts have been mired in threshold litigation about the particularity and sufficiency of scienter allegations, often reading Tellabs to invite a laborious, evidentiary weighing process at the initial pleading stage. This Article tries to lend clarity and precision to one specific but critical aspect of this judicial attempt to evaluate markers of scienter: inferring scienter from misleading statements about the company's core operations. We demonstrate that the federal courts should begin to recognize that the inference of scienter is particularly strong where senior officers make misleading statements regarding matters within their company's "core operations," even without particularized allegations. Allegations that a senior officer made a material misrepresentation about matters within the organization's core operations are a remarkably clear marker of intentional or reckless behavior. We also show that the core operations inference is consistent with the design of the federal securities laws and with the Supreme Court's most recent securities fraud decisions, properly understood. Equipped with the core operations inference, therefore, federal courts should be able to efficiently resolve a significant part of litigation over the issue of scienter in securities fraud cases.
Judicial recognition of the core operations inference takes on renewed significance after Tellabs because the doctrine prevents district judges from abusing their newfound discretion in weighing inferences and discounting culpable ones. In Tellabs, the Supreme Court held that a securities fraud complaint should survive dismissal if "a reasonable person would deem the inference of scienter cogent and at least as compelling as any opposing inference one could draw from the facts alleged." 5 And, according to the Court, 2 Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 1Ob-5 prohibit any company or person from making any untrue statement of a material fact or from omitting a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. (1) that the defendant made a material misrepresentation or omission (materiality), (2) that the material misrepresentation or omission was made in connection with the purchase or sale of a security (in connection with), (3) that the plaintiff relied on the material misrepresentation (reliance), (4) that the plaintiff suffered an economic loss as a result (economic loss), and (5) that the material misrepresentation actually caused the loss (loss causation). See, e.g., Dura Pharm., Inc. v 
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to determine whether the inference is strong, district judges should weigh plausible culpable and nonculpable inferences. 6 But this weighing implicitly leaves district judges considerable discretion to determine which inferences are reasonable, which inferences to discount, and how the strength of any given inference compares to another. The problem is that district judges might discount allegations of scienter as less likely than virtually any other nonculpable mental state, including negligence, ignorance, and even indifference.
7
Without judicial recognition of the core operations inference, courts may discount circumstantial allegations that would amount to recklessness, or worse, twist the fact that the allegation concerns the core operations of the company against plaintiffs. Cozzarelli v. Inspire Pharmaceuticals Inc. 8 is such an example. There, the plaintiffs alleged that Inspire, a manufacturer of an experimental drug (and "one of the company's flagship products") to treat dryeye disease, misstated the results of its clinical trials. The Fourth Circuit held that the plaintiffs did not allege a strong inference of scienter because the drug involved in the misstatements was so essential to the company's success that " [i] t is improbable that Inspire would stake its existence on a drug and a clinical trial that the company thought was doomed to failure. Plaintiffs' inference of fraud ... is thus not even plausible, much less convincing." 9 But, as this Article shows, the core operations inference is plausible and convincing.
10
Part II of this Article revisits the PSLRA's dual-pleading requirement that plaintiffs must plead both (1) facts, including those concerning a defendant's state of mind, with particularity; and (2) a strong inference of scienter. Part III explains that a proper understanding of the core operations inference means that if senior management makes misleading statements pertaining to facts that are material to investors, then the inference that the defendant acted recklessly is 6 Id. (collecting cases that declined to apply the core operations inference when the plaintiffs did not sufficiently allege facts suggesting that alleged fraud was at the core of the company's operations).
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[Vol. 73:3 cogent and compelling, even absent particularized allegations. Part IV shows that the federal courts have attempted to accommodate the core operations inference by adopting a sliding-scale approach: the more material the misrepresentation, then the more likely a court will infer scienter absent particularized allegations of knowledge. Part V argues that the Supreme Court has implicitly endorsed the core operations inference. To show that the Court has endorsed this inference, this Article attempts to refine the doctrine and harmonize the seemingly conflicting treatment of the core operations inference among the federal appellate courts. Part V begins by showing that the inference is not inconsistent with Court precedent, even when the Court is restricting the scope of liability under Rule lOb-5. In Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders" and Stoneridge Investment Partners, Inc., 12 the Court recognized that, although defendants have no affirmative duty to speak, when someone makes a publicly misleading statement, he can be held liable under Rule lOb-5. Second, Part V shows that in Merck & Co. v. Reynoldsl 3 and Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 14 the Court acknowledged that a strong inference of scienter exists where a defendant makes a misleading statement about facts that are so material to the company and investors such that it would be absurd to suggest that the defendant did not know about them. And last, in Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd.,' 5 the Court softened the PSLRA's particularity requirement to a single factor in a holistic scienter analysis so that the lack of particularized allegations will not defeat an inference of scienter, even one generated by the core operations inference. Part VI concludes that judicial recognition of the core operations inference should help injured investors with merited claims survive a motion to dismiss.
II. CONGRESS AND THE PSLRA
In 1995, Congress perceived that the litigation and settlement of a securities fraud claim became unmoored from the merits. 16 To curb what Congress perceived as abusive filings, Congress enacted the PSLRA, which demanded that plaintiffs plead with particularity a strong inference that the defendant acted 159 (2011). [Vol. 73:3 512 INFERRING SCIENTER FROM CORE OPERATIONS adequate investigation to verify the soundness of their claim before filing a complaint. This is no easy task as discovery is stayed in securities litigation pending any motion to dismiss. 25 Thus, the particularity requirement encourages investors to be diligent in protecting against fraud. 2 6 Third, particularized pleading ensures that plaintiffs seek redress for a known wrong rather than use a lawsuit as pretext to discover an unknown wrong. 2 7 Ergo, the particularity requirement protects defendants from unnecessary harm to their reputation and, for public firms, protects them from unnecessary harm to their stock price. The federal appellate courts do not hesitate to dismiss a securities fraud complaint that does not allege facts with the requisite particularity. 28
B. Pleading a Strong Inference ofScienter and Recklessness
The PSLRA also requires plaintiffs to allege a "strong inference" of scienter. 2 9 This requirement serves one of the aims of the securities laws and the antifraud remedies: deterrence. 30 Optimal deterrence is probably best achieved by influencing the incentives of culpable persons and firms, i.e., those who act with scienter. To that end, the PSLRA requires plaintiffs to allege "a strong inference" of scienter, 3 1 the culpable mental state of the defendant.
First, we turn to the "strong inference." To discuss a "strong inference," we need to define it, which is no easy task. A "strong inference" is a messy, vague concept. To start, an "inference" is a conclusion reached by considering other facts and deducing a logical conclusion from those facts. 32 Next, this inference must be "strong." The Supreme Court in Tellabs tried to provide guidance on when an inference will be "strong": The facts alleged when taken as true and assessed collectively generate an inference that the defendant acted with 25 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(b)(3).
26See Kaufman & Wunderlich, supra note 10, at 1591-93 (stating that marshaling allegations sufficient to meet the PSLRA's heightened pleading requirement takes time, and thus plaintiffs are prompted to investigate early).
27 When Congress implemented the stay of discovery in the PSLRA, Congress specifically sought to discourage the practice of filing a lawsuit and then using discovery to uncover a sustainable claim. 
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One of the mental markers plaintiffs often rely upon is the core operations inference. Under the core operations inference, plaintiffs allege that the subject of the fraud concerned a "core operation" of the company and thus the company's senior management, by virtue of their positions, either knew what they were saying was misleading or acted recklessly in not knowing what they were saying was misleading and speaking about it anyway. In other words, senior management is charged with knowledge about facts that are so material to the company and its investors, and when management speaks about these matters, they should ensure that they do so truthfully. This Part examines what constitutes a "core operation" and who is charged with knowledge of these core operations. This Part explains that the core operations inference recognizes a strong likelihood of scienter when misstatements concern matters material to the company, and it is senior management-who should be familiar with these matters-making these misleading statements.
A. What Is a "Core Operation"?
A "core operation" is a fact that is material to the company's operations and its bottom line, and as such it is something that is material to investors as well. 55 Under the securities laws, a fact is material if "there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important" in making the investment decision. 56 Generally, a core operation is thought of as the firm's primary product or service; as Judge Richard Posner put it, a core operation is like what "Windows XP and Vista are to Microsoft."
5 7 Yet core operations encompass much more than just the company's core products or services. Courts have recognized that the core operations inference extends to any matter of importance that might affect the company in a significant way, including, as just one example, important transactions. 5 8 Viewing core operations as anything material to investors explains why the doctrine is invoked (though unsuccessfully at times) in cases involving accounting irregularities, which may not be the core products of the company, but nevertheless are so critical to the company's daily operations that one can expect management to be aware of them. 59 Thus, at the most general level, the core operations inference recognizes that senior management is aware of facts that are material to the company, or at least considers these officers reckless if they ignorantly speak about these material facts.
If the core operations inference is understood as a common sense notion that senior management is or should be aware of facts material to the company and investors, then the inference is really nothing extraordinary. The federal courts have long recognized scienter's relationship to materiality. 60 these predicted sales improbable. 63 The Second Circuit held that the plaintiffs adequately alleged a strong inference of scienter because the allegations concerned a "significant source of income for the company." 64 The misleading statements from the company's CEO about facts so material to the company were enough for the court to infer scienter. 65 Second, consider Nathenson v. Zonagen Inc.,66 a case that predates Tellabs but comes after the PSLRA. In Nathenson, the plaintiffs alleged that the president (who was also CEO and a director) of a biopharmaceutical company falsely represented that the company received patent approval for Vasomax, the company's potential drug. 67 The company claimed in press releases that it received approval for a "method of use" patent that "broadly covered" items dissolved in the mouth; but in fact, Vasomax was to be dissolved in the stomach, and thus the patent did not cover it. 68 The Fifth Circuit said these allegations were sufficient to generate a strong inference that the officer acted with scienter based on his positions (he was president, CEO, and a director). 69 It would have been absurd to suggest the defendant was unaware of the lack of patent approval for Vasomax because the company "was essentially a one product company, and that product was Vasomax"; that "substantially all of the Company's efforts and expenditures over the next few years [were] devoted to Vasomax"; and that the president acknowledged that the approval of the patent was a "crucial event" for the company.70
B. Who Should Have Knowledge of Core Operations?
The inference recognizes that senior management (including officers and directors) likely have knowledge of the company's core operations. Presuming senior management's knowledge of core operations-or facts that are material to the company-is consistent with common sense, the common law, and the securities laws.
First, as a matter of common sense, we would expect senior management to be familiar with the company he or she is charged with running. The Sixth One would expect senior management to be familiar with the company's core operations. Otherwise, the market would discredit their public statements. As Professor Geoffrey P. Miller illustrates when explaining why allegations of materiality further increase the probability that a defendant acted with scienter:
[S]ophisticated businesspeople understand that when information is materialwhen it is important to market actors in deciding whether to buy, sell, or hold the company's shares-they need to be especially careful to verify the truth of what they are saying, both for legal reasons (materiality being a predicate for liability under Rule 1Ob-5) and also for business purposes (the market will lose faith in the company if its officers make false statements about important facts). 7 3
Apart from common sense, the law provides a basis for the inference as well. At common law, officers and directors owe fiduciary duties to the corporations they serve. 74 These parties cannot carry out their owed duties of loyalty, good faith, and honesty without being cognizant of the company's core operations. 75 Thus, directors and officers, though not required to know every 71 646 F.3d 954, 961-62 (6th Cir. 2011).
72 1d. at 962. 73 Miller, supra note 24, at 517. 74 See, e.g., SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 85 (1943) (explicitly rejecting a "lax view of fiduciary obligations" that officers owe to a holding company in the process of reorganization); see also 18B AM. JUR. 2D Corporations § 1460 (2011) (collecting cases).
We clarify that by emphasizing duty's relationship to scienter, we do not suggest that securities fraud liability would be limited to only those who owe fiduciary duties to investors. We only suggest that an inference of scienter is more likely when those with a duty to know about the company's workings make misleading statements concerning those operations.
75 See, e.g 
79
In addition, SOX's requirements that executives certify financial reports support the idea that senior management should be held accountable to investors for misleading statements concerning core operations.
80 SOX requires the principal executive officer and principal financial officer to certify that they have reviewed the quarterly Form 1O-Q and annual Form 10-K reports and that these reports do not contain any untrue statement or material omission. [Not] Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared; b.
[Not] Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; c.
[Not] Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and [we have no] presented in this repert eu conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and d.
[Not] Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and 5. The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
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SOX also imposes duties on certifying officers to: (1) establish and maintain internal controls that are designed to ensure that material information is made known to officers; and (2) disclose to the audit committee any deficiencies in the internal-control design and any fraud involving an officer or employee who has a significant role related to the company's internal controls. 84 Any executive who willfully certifies a periodic financial statement knowing that the report contains misleading statements is subject to twenty years imprisonment and a fine of up to $5 million. 8 5 Although most federal courts state that false SOX certifications alone do not create a strong inference of scienter, 86 courts nevertheless use SOX certification as justification to require management to familiarize themselves with the facts relevant to the company's financial statement before signing documents filed with the SEC. 87 The defendant's role is necessary to assess whether the defendant should have known or inquired about certain facts. Indeed, before the Supreme Court announced in Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder that negligence was not sufficient to impose liability under Rule lOb-5, some federal courts adopted a "flexible duty" standard to determine whether and to what extent scienter was required. 8 8 Even after Hochfelder, the flexible-duty approach reappears in the guise of a. [We have no idea whether there are] All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and b. [ 
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OHIO STATE LA WJOURNAL determining whether one's conduct was reckless. 89 The core operations inference recognizes that senior management stand as both fiduciaries and as officers of publicly held companies, and thus they appreciate the economic harm that would flow from public misstatements about material facts.
Focusing on the defendant's role does not reintroduce liability under Rule 1Ob-5 for breach of fiduciary duty or mere negligence, which the Supreme Court has rejected in Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v. Green 9 o and Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 9 1 respectively. Scienter premised on the core operations inference is predicated on facts that are so material that to suggest that the company's management was unaware of them or to excuse management from knowing about them would be absurd.
Persons responsible for staying abreast of these kinds of facts (the company's core operations) likely include persons other than just the company's principal officers. The company's directors should also have knowledge of core operations. In a case decided by the Ninth Circuit after the PSLRA, No. 84 Employer-Teamster Joint Council Pension Trust Fund v. America West Holding Corp., the plaintiffs alleged no particular facts to show that the company's outside directors knew about maintenance problems at the company or about the government's investigation of those problems. 92 In place of particularized allegations, the plaintiffs relied on an inference based on the directors' positions on the company's board: The plaintiffs argued-and the Ninth Circuit agreed-that the company's maintenance problems and the government's investigation into them were so important to the company that it was "absurd to suggest that the Board of Directors would not discuss" them. 93 In sum, by assuming senior management, by virtue of their positions, were or should have been aware of facts so material to the company's core operations, the core operations inference enables plaintiffs to plead recklessness without particularized allegations of their mental state. The core operations inference represents the quotidian notion that it is likely that senior management charged with knowing facts material to the company's core operations do in fact know these facts, and that they would not make misleading statements about them if cognizant that doing so would cause investors harm. The inference thus premises scienter on two concepts: materiality and duty. 
8(d) (1980

C. A Note About the Core Operations Inference, Summary Judgment, and Trial
At this point, we specifically address the viability of the core operations inference at summary judgment and trial, and we suggest that the inference is a viable method for overcoming summary judgment motions and meeting the plaintiff's burden at trial because the inference is just that-an inference drawn from circumstantial evidence. Thus, so long as the plaintiff offers evidence from which a reasonable trier of fact could find the facts supporting the core operations inference, then the plaintiff has offered sufficient circumstantial evidence from which a reasonable trier of fact could find scienter.
We have been unable to locate any reported decisions that directly address the scope or viability of the core operations inference on summary judgment or trial. On the one hand, the higher standard at summary judgment and trial suggests that the core operations inference may be insufficient. Tellabs stated that the burden at the motion-to-dismiss stage is less than the burden plaintiffs are faced with at trial:
A plaintiff alleging fraud in a § 10(b) action ... must plead facts rendering an inference of scienter at least as likely as any plausible opposing inference. At trial, she must then prove her case by a "preponderance of the evidence." Stated otherwise, she must demonstrate that it is more likely than not that the defendant acted with scienter. 94 One might conclude that to the extent the core operations inference suggests that it is only at least as likely that the defendant acted with scienter, then the inference alone may not be sufficient at summary judgment or trial.
But should the plaintiff prove at trial or offer evidence from which a reasonable trier of fact could find the facts underlying the inference-that senior management made misleading statements about facts pertaining to the company's core operations-this would provide circumstantial evidence of scienter that is sufficient to overcome summary judgment and to satisfy the burden at trial. The Supreme Court has recognized that circumstantial evidence alone is "more than sufficient" to prove scienter. 9 5 Consider In re NeoPharm, Inc. Securities Litigation, where the court held that a reasonable jury could find scienter from the plaintiffs evidence that the defendant, a pharmaceutical company, and its senior management, made false and misleading statements about development delays for its "lead product in development" that was "a potentially revolutionary method of administering 
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[an] anti-cancer drug." 96 The court did not mention the core operations inference, but still, this was the only evidence of scienter that the court discussed, implicitly supporting the notion that the core operations inference is sufficient at summary judgment and trial.
IV. THE CURRENT SLIDING-SCALE APPROACH TO THE CORE OPERATIONS INFERENCE
We now turn to the federal courts' sliding scale for the core operations inference. The sliding-scale approach is best understood as the federal courts' attempt to cope with the tension between the inference and the PSLRA's particularity requirement.
Tellabs demands that district courts assess scienter holistically. 9 7 In light of Tellabs, several federal courts have held that whether the fraud concerns a company's core operations is just one factor considered in the holistic scienter analysis. 98 The Third Circuit in Institutional Investors Group v. Avaya, Inc. implicitly recognized the core operations inference as a factor in that gestalt analysis. There, the plaintiffs did not provide particularized allegations to show that the defendant's CEO and CFO knew about substantial price-discounting practices, but the court still held that the complaint alleged a strong inference of scienter because price discounting threatened to destabilize the company's ability to increase sales without cutting prices, which was viewed as key to the what was implicit in Avaya, and said that the core operations inference is one factor in a holistic analysis, but then continued to restrict the inference in a sliding-scale test in order to reconcile the inference with the particularity requirement.' 0 0 Under this sliding-scale approach, the more material the fact is to the company, the less the need for particularized allegations concerning senior-level management's actual knowledge, and vice versa. As these next parts show, several federal courts have employed this sliding scale, many without so stating.
A. The More Significant the Fact Is to the Company, the More Indicative of Scienter and the Less the Need for Particularized Allegations
The PSLRA's particularity requirement often stands in the way of the core operations inference. Several federal courts have cursorily stated that the fact that a misleading statement relates to the company's core operations standing alone is insufficient to support a strong inference of scienter because of the lack of particularized allegations. 0 1 But this is not always true. In fact, several other cases have overlooked the lack of particularized allegations when misleading statements concerned core operations-facts of which senior management must or should have been aware. Signal Technology and two of its officers, claiming that the defendants misled investors into thinking that the company was likely to perform work when in reality it was not.1 04 The company's customers were almost all agencies of the federal government; two civilian agencies accounted for 80% of the company's revenue, and military agencies accounted for the rest. 105 
5 Id.
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OHIO STATE LA WJOURNAL customers could, at any time, order the company to stop working on existing contacts through a "stop-work order." 06 If the government issued a stop-work order, then the company immediately ceased to earn money; the company only got paid for work it actually performed,.and stopped work often was eventually cancelled altogether. The government issued four stop-work orders-which halted tens of millions of dollars of work that the company contracted to dobut the company continued to count the stopped work as part of its "backlog," a term the company defined as "the dollar value of the work it has contracted to do but hasn't yet performed." 107 The plaintiffs alleged that the company's two officers must have been aware of the stop-work orders, yet counted the stopped work as part of its backlog anyway. The plaintiffs did not have any "particular facts indicating that [the executives] actually knew about the stop-work orders." 0 8 Instead, the Ninth Circuit said, " [P] laintiffs infer that these high-level managers must have known about the orders because of their devastating effect on the corporation's revenue." 1 09 And the stop-work orders' effect was devastating: the first stopwork order halted between $10 million and $15 million of work; the second halted $8 million of work, and the third caused the company to reassign fifty to seventy-five employees, with the result that one of the company's facilities became a "ghost town." 10 The Ninth Circuit held that the plaintiffs adequately alleged a strong inference of scienter because (1) the executives "were directly responsible for Applied Signal's day-to-day operations"; and (2) "it is hard to believe that they would not have known about stop-work orders that allegedly halted tens of millions of dollars of the company's work.""'
It is important to note, though, that the Ninth Circuit had more to go on to find scienter than just the materiality of the facts to the company, but not much (as is often the case).11 2 In addition to the core operations inference, the court also relied on the fact that one of the misleading statements was close in time to the disclosure of the fraud and that a confidential witness claimed that management unsuccessfully tried to negotiate away some requirements of the work contracts to stave off their cancellation. [Vol. 73:3 528
proximity of a misstatement to the revelation of the truth is no doubt suggestive of scienter, courts are reluctant to infer scienter on temporal proximity alone."14 And the Ninth Circuit has been most stringent when reviewing allegations from confidential witnesses.11 5 Thus, the Ninth Circuit in Berson returned to the fact that the matter was "prominent enough that it would be 'absurd to suggest' that top management was unaware of [it]" as a basis for ultimately inferring scienter. 1 16 Another leading example that illustrates the particularity requirement giving way to a strong inference of scienter is Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd. v. Tellabs Inc. (Tellabs 1]) .117 That case was one of "classic fraud," as the plaintiffs put it.Ils In Tellabs II, the company, a manufacturer of fiber optic cable networks, and its CEO announced that the replacement for the company's flagship product was "available now," and that a telephone company signed a $100 million contract to buy this new product. 119 The company and its CEO also repeatedly touted the growth of the original as well as the replacement product.1 20 Yet from the start, the company was flooding customers with tens of millions of dollars worth of the original product that customers did not order to create the illusion of demand ("channel stuffing"). The company even leased extra storage space to house the large number of returns. 12 1 Eventually, the company announced a major drop in revenue, and the company's largest customer cut its product order in half. During the class period, not a single unit of the replacement product was shipped.1 22 How likely was it that the allegedly false statements concerning the company's products were the result of careless mistakes rather than an intent to deceive or a reckless indifference to whether the statements were misleading? Even in the absence of particularized allegations of the CEO's actual 121 Id. This is generally known as "channel stuffing," a practice where a company ships more of one's product than one thinks a distributor can sell. Sometimes this is used to incite sales, but when it is used to book revenues on the basis of goods shipped but not really sold, then it becomes a form of fraud. Id. at 709. 1221d at 707.
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OHIO STATE LAW JOURNAL knowledge, according to the Seventh Circuit, it was "exceedingly unlikely." 23 The court explained that the products were the company's "most important products"; it was as if "General Motors announced that it had sold one million SUVs in 2006, and the actual number was zero." 1 24 The plaintiffs did not offer particularized facts that the company's CEO knew about the declining demand, and yet the court held that the plaintiffs adequately alleged that the company's executives acted with scienter "since so dramatic an announcement would have been approved by corporate officials sufficiently knowledgeable about the company to know that the announcement was false."
25
Similar to Berson, the Seventh Circuit in Tellabs II had more than just misleading statements from senior management about the company's core products to infer scienter, although also like Berson these additional allegations do not seem to represent the tipping point in inferring scienter. For example, the court relied upon the fact that the company paid $100,000 to a consulting company to forecast demand for its products, which showed the market was evaporating, and that twenty-six confidential sources would confirm these allegations. 126 But the Seventh Circuit in Higginbotham v. Baxter International, Inc., also said that " [o] ne upshot of the approach that Tellabs announced is that we must discount allegations that the complaint attributes to . . . 'confidential witnesses"' and " [u] sually that discount will be steep."l 2 7
The court also relied on the facts that the defendants engaged in channel stuffing, that the company leased a warehouse to store the huge number of returns, and that the company's largest customer even called to complain about products shipped that were not ordered.1 28 But the court's analysis really just looped back to the core operations inference. Channel stuffing can be either legitimate (i.e., prodding distributors to move more product) or illegitimate (i.e., a way to hide dwindling demand for a product).1 2 9 The court thought that the channel stuffing in this case suggested scienter, however, for two reasons. First, channel stuffing was used to "book revenues on the basis of goods shipped but not really sold because the buyer can return them," making them "in effect sales on consignment, and such sales 'cannot be booked as revenue."' 1 30 Second, the 123Id. at 709.
124Id. at 709-10. Indeed, in the company's annual report, the CEO acknowledged that the company's "core business is built on" the products that were the subject of the fraud. 
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[ Vol. 73:3 court reasoned that because the number of returns was so significant (i.e., material to the company), senior management must have been aware of it:
The huge number of returns of [the original product] is evidence that the purpose of the stuffing was to conceal the disappointing demand for the product rather than to prod distributors to work harder to attract new customers, and the purpose would have been formed or ratified at the highest level of management.
131
More often, though, the core operations inference supplements already particularized allegations of the defendant's state of mind. 132 In In re Countrywide Financial Corp. Securities Litigation, the court used the core operations inference to bolster a strong inference of scienter in fraud claims against a prominent real estate company, Countrywide. 133 The plaintiffs alleged that the company relaxed its lending standards to approve more loans to highrisk borrowers while the company's "officers publicly denied that underwriting standards had deteriorated."l 34 The court used the core operations inference to strongly infer that Countrywide's chief operating officer (COO), who publicly denied that the company lowered lending standards, acted with scienter. Additionally, the plaintiffs had particularized allegations that the COO sat in numerous review and strategy committee meetings relating to the company's 131 Id. at 710. 132 See, e.g., New Orleans Emps. Ret. Sys. v. Celestica, Inc., No. 10-4702-cv, 2011 July 7, 2011) , the plaintiffs alleged that the company and its executives made misleading statements about unintended acceleration problems with the company's cars. Id. at *4. The plaintiffs offered an email from a vice president in which he admitted that the cars were having mechanical problems that resulted in unintended acceleration. Id. at *3. The district court concluded that the plaintiffs adequately alleged scienter because of this admission and also went on to conclude that the core operations inference would have established scienter. Id at *3-4. According to the court, the defects were "too significant for it to be plausible that top Toyota management was not aware of the possible ramifications of the problem," because " [t] he magnitude of the problem was overwhelming, both in its potential catastrophic results and the number of vehicles involved," "[t]he likely cost was extraordinary; the resultant financial impact was admittedly significant; and the regulatory scrutiny was intense." Id. Nonetheless, these cases show that plaintiffs may establish a strong inference of scienter through the core operations inference alone or at least primarily without particularized allegations. This is no easy task; in just pleadings, plaintiffs must convince a court that the matter is so material that senior management must have been aware of it. Many federal district courts deal with the core operations inference simply by deeming the subject something that, although material, is not material enough such that senior management must have been aware of it. 14 0 This pushes the case to the other end of the spectrum where the court deems the facts less significant and thus less indicative of scienter and, therefore, in need of particularized allegations. 
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B. The Less Significant the Fact Is to the Company, the Less Indicative of Scienter and the More the Need for Particularized Allegations
On the other end of the spectrum lie cases in which the courts insist on particularized allegations because the facts were not so material such that executives should have been aware of them. Courts push cases to this end of the spectrum by either requiring particularized allegations to bolster existing allegations that management was exposed to the facts that are the subject of the fraud,141 or by explicitly rejecting the doctrine as an end-run around the PSLRA's particularity requirement that plaintiffs allege facts with particularity.1 4 2 These courts appear to require particularized allegations to nudge the inference of scienter so that it is stronger than the nonculpable inference that senior management was unaware of those facts. The Eighth Circuit has said that even if an allegation concerns the core operation of a company, the plaintiff must at a minimum allege facts that lay a foundation for an inference that the facts were known within the company. Elam v. Neidorff, 544 F.3d 921, 929-30 (8th Cir. 2008). The Eighth Circuit claims to have reserved judgment on the viability of the core operations inference, but a closer read of Elam suggests that the court has actually adopted the position that particularized allegations are required to bolster the inference of knowledge for executives. See also Cornelia I. Crowell GST Trust v. Possis Med., Inc., 519 F.3d 778, 783 (8th Cir. 2008) (The court rejected the argument that the "overarching importance" of a clinical study, which was "vital to the company's future" and that contradicted alleged statements by the company, supported an inference that senior management was "aware of its negative results" because the study was conducted independent of the company "at several off-site locations," and plaintiffs did not allege facts relating "to the executives' involvement in either its design or ongoing administration.").
On the other hand, however, in Detroit General Retirement System v. Medtronic, Inc., 621 F.3d 800 (8th Cir. 2010), the court implied that it would attribute scienter in "a situation where the falsity was so obvious that anyone familiar with the business of the company would have known the statements to be false at the time they were made." Id. at 808.
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Routine operations that do not significantly influence the bottom line or fringe operations that are not under management's control are facts that the courts usually consider as not material enough to invoke the core operations inference. For example, allegations that senior management is aware of slight nuances in the company's daily operations usually require particularized allegations of knowledge.'" Also, in Zucco Partners, LLC v. Digimarc Corp., the Ninth Circuit held that the plaintiffs had to come forward with particularized allegations that executives were aware of or had access to information that suggested that certain statements were misleading where those statements concerned highly technical terms relating to the development process and accounting definitions.1 45 The court required particularized allegations because the misleading statements did not relate to "especially prominent facts," and the misrepresentations were "largely definitional [and] the falsity of the original representations would not be immediately obvious to corporate management." 4 6 Similarly, in Glazer Capital Management, LP v. Magistri, where the alleged fraud concerned a discrete set of illegal payments by the company's foreign sales agents, the court refused to infer scienter without particularized allegations regarding the company's senior management's knowledge of the payments.1
V. THE SUPREME COURT AND THE CORE OPERATIONS INFERENCE
The core operations inference recognizes that those in a position to know facts material to the company's core operations and its investors likely act with scienter when they make public misstatements. As explained below, the Supreme Court has provided implicit support for the core operations inference. First, those defendants encompassed by the core operations inference remain culpable actors even after the Court's most recent attempts to restrict the scope of liability under Rule lOb-5. Second, the Court said that scienter may be inferred when a defendant who is in a position to know about a statement's falsity makes a statement about a fact that the defendant should know would be material to investors. Third, the Court recognized that the lack of particularized allegations alone does not defeat a strong inference of scienter.
INFERRING SCIENTER FROM CORE OPERATIONS
A. Senior Management as Culpable Actors
Even in light of the Supreme Court rejecting the expansion of remedies afforded to investors for securities fraud and limiting defendants' exposure to securities fraud liability, the core operations inference still fits comfortably within the Court's precedent. The Court's most recent attempts to confine the 1Ob-5 private right of action-Janus Capital Group, Inc. v the person or entity with ultimate authority over the statement, including its content and whether and how to communicate it." 15 5 Senior management are "makers" of public misstatements concerning core operations. The Court emphasized that those with "control" over the content and dissemination of public statements fall within the purview of Rule lOb-5,1 56 and the board of directors (or senior management under the core operations inference) is typically the entity that is charged with "ultimate authority" over the business.1 57 Moreover, some federal courts recognized before Janus that an officer who signs an SEC filing "makes" a statement under Section 10(b) and Rule 1 Ob-5. 5 8 Janus also focused on the person or entity with control over the statement that ultimately makes its way into the market, reinforcing the idea that those who understand the severity of misleading information in the marketplace likewise should be subject to liability.
B. Materiality as a Basis to Infer Scienter
Materiality is the crux of the core operations inference, and the Supreme Court's decisions in Merck & Co. v. Reynoldsl 59 and Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v . Siracusanol 6 0 provide more specific support for the core operations inference. In Merck and Matrixx, the Court recognized that scienter may be inferred if a defendant who is in a certain position acts recklessly when he makes misleading statements about facts that he should know are material to investors.1 61 This, in essence, is the core operations inference: we can infer scienter when senior management makes misleading statements about core operations-facts that are material to the company and to its investors. In Merck & Co., the Court stated that "certain statements are such that, to show them false is normally to show scienter as well."' 62 The Court then provided an example: "It is unlikely . .. that someone would falsely say 'I am not married' without being aware of the fact that his statement is false." 6 3 From this statement, one may conclude that scienter can be inferred when a defendant makes misstatements about matters that his position suggests that he should know.
Likewise, in Matrixx, the Court concluded that executives acted with scienter when they made false statements concerning its "leading," "core brand" of product.1 64 There, the plaintiffs alleged that a pharmaceutical company and three of its executives made misleading statements about a cold remedy.1 65 The defendants defended on the basis that, although the statements may have been misleading, they were not materially so because the defendants did not know of a statistically significant number of adverse events involving the cold remedy.1 66 The Court rejected this bright-line rule of materiality and concluded that the misleading statements were material.1 67 Once the Court concluded the facts were material, inferring scienter was easy: the Court assumed recklessness was sufficient and rejected the defendants' defense that they lacked scienter because they did not know the facts were material.1 68 Although the Court's actual discussion of scienter is less than informative, implicit in the Court's conclusion is that the defendant's defense wouldn't fly because, in the Court's view, the defendants should have known the facts would have been material. In other words, whether the defendant was correct about the materiality of a fact was largely irrelevant-executives should have known facts that are material to investors.
What Merck and Matrixx tell us is that when it comes to inferring scienter, position and materiality matter. If the defendant is in a position such that he should know the truth of a statement (if he is married, he should know it), then on a motion to dismiss we may infer scienter from the gravity of a false statement alone. In other words, if the defendant makes misleading statements of facts material to investors as core operations likely will be, then the defendant is acting recklessly. 
C. Subsuming the Particularity Requirement
The particularity requirement often stands in the way of inferring scienter from misstatements about the company's core operations, but it shouldn't. The last pillar that supports the core operations inference is the Supreme Court's containment of the particularity requirement. The core operations inference, by assuming executives were aware of facts pertaining to the company's core operations, obviates the need for plaintiffs to provide particularized allegations that senior management knew of or had access to the facts that were the subject of the fraud.1 69 This Part shows that Tellabs softens the PSLRA's particularity requirement, saying that whether an allegation is particularized simply factors into the holistic scienter analysis.
Several federal courts have held that the core operations inference alone is insufficient to satisfy the pleading standards under the PSLRA because the plaintiffs have not provided particularized allegations that detail senior management's actual knowledge.17 0 Rather, according to these courts, the core operations inference only bolsters the strength of an inference of scienter when plaintiffs have already alleged particularized facts indicating that the defendants knew or might have known their statements were false.'71
For example, in In re Read-Rite Corp.,1 72 the investors sued a company that made components for hard-disk drives and the company's CEO and COO, alleging that the defendants made misstatements regarding the demand of its products from one of its four largest customers.1 73 The Ninth Circuit acknowledged that although one could reasonably infer that the CEO and COO were aware of the false statements about demand for the company's products because of their job duties, a "reasonable inference" does not satisfy the PSLRA requirement that the plaintiffs plead facts with particularity.1 74 The Ninth Circuit also addressed Epstein v. Itron, Inc.,1 75 a district court case decided before the Ninth Circuit interpreted the PSLRA in In re Silicon Graphics Inc. Securities Litigation.1 76 In Epstein, the court held that facts critical to a company's core operations or an important transaction generally are so apparent
